
Month/Year: Oct 2020 Theme: "Eyes”
From 1-5 points for each score

Section Title Comp Impact Tech Total Judges Comments

a 1 all_eyes

2 3 3 8
Cute expression, good catchlights. The composition 
is not terribly interesting, would like to see this shot 
from a different angle, or maybe a tighter crop. I'm 
also not a fan of the white vingnette.

a 2 all_in_favor_say…

5 5 5 15

A clever and well executed take on the theme. The 
composition is superb, I particularly like the 
placement of the curved needles in the pincushion. 
Not sure how it was lit but the lighting is subtle and 
gives the needles a lot of texture. 

a 3 baby_blues

3 4 4 11

Good portrait, I like the shallow depth of field that 
makes the eyes stand out. Great catchlights. I might 
have chosen a different outfit, the pink and 
turquoise are a little distracting.

b 4 bear_with_bone

3 3 1 7

I like the closeup shot and doggie's expression. The 
bone is not a particularly strong element, it's hard to 
tell what it is and the color is not appealing. 
Technically the shot appears slightly out of focus -- 
there's a fair amount of noise in the image.

a 5 behind_blue_eyes(s)

3 2 4 9

Interesting lighting, looks like a flash but I doubt 
that's what was used. The pose is a bit awkward, I'd 
rather see either more of the bird's bill or an extreme 
closeup of the eye. The yellow of the bill distracts 
from the eye (which appears gray on my screen, 
not blue).

a 6 Berry_Bright_Eye

3 2 1 6

The eye is prominent in this photo, it appears to be 
making contact with the viewer. My main 
observation is that the technical quality of the 
photo is poor. Maybe it was taken with a cell phone 
or uploaded at low resolution?

b 7 Betty

3 4 3 10

Dramatic photo, well executed in what appears to 
be challenging lighting. For this competition I would 
like to see more of the eyes, either a shallower 
depth of field or tighter crop.
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b 8 bombay_hook_fox

3 2 2 7

Shot is well composed, but the lighting is flat and 
uninteresting. The eyes are not a prominent part of 
the image. A step to the right and perhaps a longer 
lens would have given the eyes more impact.

a 9 Bright_Eyed_And_Bushy_Headed

3 2 3 8

Fun image, with a lot of energy. Composition is a 
little messy, I would prefer not to have the stick in 
the foreground. Eyes are striking but they are not a 
prominent part of the image. Also the backlighting 
prevents any catchlights from appearing.

a 10 brown_eyes

4 3 5 12
Beautiful portrait. Love the tight crop. Excellent 
technical skills. The eyes are stunning but there is not 
a lot of energy or engagement with the viewer.

a 11 deer_in_the_headlights

2 2 1 5

Image is soft. Lighting is flat, no catchlights. Whites of the 
eyes appear to be overtouched. Looks like the shot was 
taken on an overcast day in winter, not sure what could 
be done to improve lighting.

a 12 fido
5 2 5 12

Good studio portrait, great lighting, soulful expression. 
There is nothing wrong with the photo but it doesn't 
particularly emphasize the eyes.

a 13 foxy_eyes
4 3 3 10

Nice shot, focus is off, the foreground is sharper than 
the face and eyes. Also the light is flat.

a 14 friend_or_foe 3 3 5 11

Great macro shot. The eyes are not particularly visible or 
prominent. There is a lot of empty space in the center of 
the shot, it would make more sense if the insects were 
closer together

a 15 get_to_your_point
4 4 4 12

Good shot, good execution. Eyes looking away from 
camera provide impact and energy. Also like the 
expression on the kid's face.

a 16 green_iguana

3 3 3 9

Eyes seem a bit lost among all the green. Perhaps a 
tigher crop would make them more prominent.  They 
also seem a bit out of focus. Nice catchlights especially 
for a critter.

a 17 guinean_man

5 5 5 15
Lovely portrait, beautifully executed. Every detail is thought out 
deliberate. I like the depth of field. Even though there's a lot 
going on in the frame his eyes are compelling and unrelenting.

a 18 hawk_eyes
2 3 3 8

Composition is a bit disorienting, with bird looking down 
and branches in background. Subject is backlit giving 
little light in the eyes. Focus is a bit soft.

b 19 heres_lookin_at_ya
3 3 4 10

Nice tones, well executed. I guess the squirrel is looking 
at me but it's hard to tell. Would like to see the head 
tilted a bit so one of the eyes is more visible.



a 20 in_the_eye_of_the_beholder
4 4 4 12

I like the portrait, well executed, nice bokeh. The eyes 
are striking but somehow they don't engage me as much 
as some of the other images.

a 21 jumping_spider 5 5 5 15 Great capture, didn't know it was even possible to get 
catchlights in spider eyes.

a 22 knotty_eyes 2 4 3 9 Good idea, would have liked to see a more interesting 
composition and lighting.

a 23 lonesome
2 3 3 8

Photo certainly aligns with theme but I am distracted by 
the extreme eyelashes, also the awkward angle of the 
shot (looking up her nose)

a 24 maury
5 3 5 13

Beautiful portrait. Technically flawless. Eyes are nice but 
they are not a particularly prominent part of the 
composition.

b 25 on_the_lookout 5 3 4 12
Good photo, I like the composition and lighting. Eyes are 
not particularly prominent.

b 26 Pamela Reflects

3 4 3 10

I like that her eyes are looking down but still give great 
emotion to the photo. I think the crop is a bit extreme 
and the lighting is flat. I would like to see a bit more of 
the image and wish the lighting was a bit more dramatic 
to align with the energy in the photo.

b 27 peek_a_boo

3 2 2 7

Composition is confusing, lots of flowers in the foreground 
distract from the rabbit. Lighting is off, I'd want to see 
more light on the rabbit's face and particurlarly the eyes. 
I do like the angle of the face, though, making one eye 
more prominent.

a 28 peeping_tom
2 2 3 7

I confess I'm not sure what's going on in this photo. Why is 
the shampoo bottle and towel front and center and 
more prominent than the eyes in the (toy?)

a 29 plotting_revenge

2 2 3 7

Funny image, technically pretty good. The net of the 
carrier is distracting. The photo is not really about the 
eyes but about the overall expression of the aggrieved 
kitties.

a 30 praying_mantis 2 3 3 8 Awkward composition, poor lighting. Eyes are not a 
prominent part of the photo.

a 31 prince_harrys_eyes

3 2 3 8

This could have more impact if the lighting was better 
and there was a shallower depth of field to isolate the 
eyes. Though there are small catchlights it's hard to 
differentiate the iris from the pupil of the eye.

a 32 realeyes

3 3 3 9

I really like the concept of this photo. The color is good 
and I like the way it is echoed in the feathers and the 
mask. I believe though that the photo is more about the 
headdress than the eyes, though kudos for getting 
catchlights in a mannequin's eyes.



a 33 red_head_with_a_golden_eye

5 5 4 14

This is a good example of how the right crop can make 
or break a photo. The composition is deceptively simple 
but the colors provide visual impact, and the position of 
the eye in the frame make it the first thing you see.

a 34 Reluctant_Model

5 5 4 14

I really like the expression here, as well as the color. I wish 
the light was less harsh, and a little more directional. The 
photo could have used a bit of editing to adjust 
skintones and overall color.

a 35 screweyes

4 4 5 13

Fun concept, good execution. For some reason this does 
not engage me quite as much as the pincushion photo. 
Perhaps if the warmer light was on the main "eyes" it 
would be more appealing.

b 36 Sheila

5 5 5 15

My favorite portrait of the competition. A gentle and well 
put together image. I love the lighting and the tilt of her 
head. The color palette is subtle. The framing of her head 
between the white shutters is perfect. The one light 
provides a strong catchlight and makes it hard for me to 
look away from her eyes. I feel she is going to start 
talking to me at any moment. I love this.

a 37 she_wears_it_well

5 5 5 15

My second favorite portrait. The expression in her eyes is 
lively, slightly mischevious even though most of her face 
is covered. Great pose, with the head angled slightly so 
one eye is closer to the camera. Wonderful styling. Good 
depth of field, isolating her eyes. Excellent lighting.

a 38 SomethingInMyEye
3 3 5 11 Good nature photo, well executed. The tongue is 

distracting and kind of weirds me out. Colors are great.

a 39 Sparkle_in_his_eye
4 2 4 10

Cute photo but I don't see a sparkle in his eyes, in fact 
the eyes are minor part of the composition, to me it's all 
about the sparkler.

a 40 tongue_tied
3 2 3 8

The exposure is very dark. I can't see much definition on 
the kitty's face. Again, the main component of this 
composition is the tongue, not the eyes.

a 41 VortexEyes 4 2 2 8 Well executed and composed, I don't think the vortex 
whirlpools are successful in representing eyes.

a 42 Where_Is_Everybody 4 3 3 10 Ha! Fun image. More successful composition than the 
prior tree photo. Lighting is flat and focus is slightly soft.

a 43 Wise_Guy 5 5 5 15


